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Programed Asynchronous Serial Data Interrogation

in a Two-Computer System 
A new technique permits redundant computers, 
with one unit in a CONTROL mode and the other in a 
MONITOR mode, to interrogate the same serial data 
source. Its use for program-controlled serial data 
transfer results in extremely simple hardware and 
software mechanization. The technique will be 
particularly useful in applications of redundant 
minicomputers.
Principal features of the technique are asllows: 
a. It resolves asynchronous addressing conflicts of the 
same serial data source. 
b. It eliminates the need to mechanize specialized 
input/output logic unique to each data source. 
c. It allows simple and uniform data output buffering 
in any type of serial data source. 
Figure 1. Functional Diagram
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Figure 2. Program Flow Chart 
d. Available CONTROL/MONITOR status informa-
tion is used for programed logic. 
e. Standard input/output instructions are used. 
f. It provides simple comparator logic for address 
cross-checking between the two computers. 
A functional diagram of the interconnection of the 
two computers with the data source is shown in Figure 
1. As shown, the data addresses requested by each 
computer are stored and are available for comparison. 
If no conflict is found, an INTERROGATE signal is 
sent to the data source to freeze or update its data. 
Sync pulses are generated to shift data by executing 
an output command instruction. The MONITOR 
computer always gives priority to the CONTROL 
computer in case of simultaneous addressing by both 
computers. If one computer is already interrogating 
the serial data source, the other computer cannot 
address the source. 
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A program flow chart is shown in Figure 2. The 
data addresses are first compared by the requesting 
computer. If the requested address is busy, the 
computer may loop and wait or proceed with other 
programed functions. 
If the data source is not being interrogated, the 
address comparator in the computer requesting the 
data source will respond with a READY signal; and 
the address bits will be stored and decoded, giving the. 
respective INTERROGATE signal output. 
If the data source is busy, the comparator of the 
requesting computer will indicate a busy condition, 
and the address bits will not be stored for decoding. 
If the comparators of both computers indicate 
READY, both computers will store and decode the 
address. However, the computer designated 
MONITOR is programed to execute an additional 
READY test with the same address. At that time, the 
response will be the same as the already busy case, 
and the MONITOR computer will output the 
"dummy-channel" address or request a different data 
source than that being interrogated by the CONTROL 
computer. At the end of the program-controlled serial 
data transmission, the computer will output a 
"dummy-channel" address canceling the INTERRO-
GATE signal and presenting a false input to the 
comparator of the other computer. 
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